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Why ATTAAC?

Being tired of paying an extensive price for
glasses that did not have the necessary lenses
and nose pads intrigued us to investigate if we
could find the perfect glasses for our needs.
During our search it became obvious that none
of the existing brands had what we wanted and
none had focus on sustainability. 

We wanted to change that! 

We decided to create a high-quality
performance sunglass made with the highest
possible level of sustainable materials with
features and accessories, we as cyclists love. 



Our mission is to create unique sport innovations with a focus on sustainability,
and to provoke a mentality of achievement within a community of like-minded
people. A mentality of going as hard as possible and giving your all to achieve

your goals.

MISSION

VISION
We want to be the leading sports brand offering eco-friendly, high-performance

products, at an affordable price to like-minded athletes all over the world.
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The Result
Unique sustainable performance sunglasses, unlike
any other in the market.

Highest possible sustainable profile:
- Frame made from 58% plants
- Rubber made with 30% recycled rubber
- Accessories made from 100% recycled
   plastic bottles (rPET)
- For very pair of sunglasses sold, we will plant a tree

World class performance and design:
- Durable, light and flexible
- 3 different lenses for all weather conditions
- 3 different nose pads to ensure perfect fit
- Manufactured in Italy to guarantee quality 
- ZEISS lenses with ultimative performance coatings
100% UV protection, increased contrast, oligophobic, oleophobic,
antiscratch, antiglare and antifog
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58% plants (ricinus communis)

100% recycled
plastic bottles (rPET)

30% recycled
rubber

ZEISS Multilayer polycarbonate
performance lenses

Unique
materials
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The small
details
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Eco-friendly
production

Our Italian manufacturer has undergone several
sustainable changes to constantly push their
sustainable profile, this includes:

- Fully electric injection machines, which reduces the
amount of crude oil used by 98%
- Fully electric vans for transportation
- Solar panel system that allows for 50% self-
production of the energy we need
- The purchased energy comes from 100% renewable
sources
- ISO 14001 certification in 2024

 
The family-owned business assembles all sunglasses by hand and

every production round is thouroughly inspected to secure our quality
standards.
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TARGET
AUDIENCE
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Large global
target audience

GEOGRAPHY

DEMOGRAPHY

BUYING PERSONA

Denmark
Europe
Globally

25-45 years of age
Men & Women - unisex
Active exercise enthusiasts within their sport
1) Cyclist & triathletes
2) Runners & hikers
3) Climbers & mountaineers
4) Sailing & skiing

Higher level of middle class towards wealthy upper
class
Quality orientated
Has preference towards sustainable products
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1

Concentrated moving towards differentiated

Phase 1 Phase 2/3 Phase 4

2 43



Traction & feedback
so far

ARTICLES & FEATURES
Velomore - online cycling magazine
https://velomore.dk/nyt-dansk-brand-skaber-verdens-mest-baeredytige-
cykelbrille/

Østerbro Liv newspaper
https://osterbroliv.dk/artikel/all-in-p%C3%A5-hurtigbriller-barndomsvenner-
skiftede-basketball-ud-med-cykling-nu-laver-de-briller-til-farten

Visma Dinero - GNIST video spot
Cyclist & Euroman - when our glasses are produced
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KICKSTARTER
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Casper Gylling (4.585 followers): 
I have been folllowing you with great interest and I am awaiting your launch with
much anticipation 

James (8.033 followers): 
They look great and I am totally supportive of your ecological aims.

Gabriella Figueora (28.800 followers):
Your glasses rock plus the designs you are doing look wonderful 

Laura Petri (29.900 followers):
Your glasses are super cool... how awesome they are made of plants

Alex Cormier (63.300 followers):
Thanks a lot for reaching out! I'm certainly interested in hearing more about your
new brand, and how I could help you! 

Erin O'Hagen (102.000 followers):
that all sounds really amazing and in line with my values as I try to live as
sustainably as possible.

ATTAAC influencers
Volker Voit

(16.800 followers)

Miriam Vilar
(24.100 followers)

Juaquin David
(18.000 followers)

Freya Rawlins
(46.800 followers)

Gabriella Figueora
(28.800 followers)

Alex Cormier
(63.300 followers)

Maria
(14.500 followers)

Henri
(10.800 followers)

Tobias Bager
(1.717 followers)

Filippo
(10.600 followers)

Maria Mondobongo
(47.800 followers)

Ketil
(5.273 followers)

Alicia Dalmon
(9.574 followers)

Jakob
(23.400 followers)

Julien
(704 followers)

Aaron Canning
(2.753 followers)

Laura Petri
(29.900 followers)

Kyle Thornhill
(11.300 followers)

Erwin
(4.248 followers)

Fabio Taccaliti
(50.000 followers)

Jules Bouchard
(6.768 followers)

Ruben Hoogland
(8.803 followers)

Carles Reposo
(2.635 followers)

Nico
(858 followers)

Nikita Riber
(4.164 followers)

Kate
(30.900 followers)

Paco Camacho
(29.900 followers)

Joanna
(14.800 followers)

Kiran
(7.051 followers)

Mich
(8.883 followers)

30+ relevant influencers in the cycling industry.
From 704 til 102.000 followers - 805.019 followers in total.

Casper Gylling
(4.585 followers)

Bastian Etienne
(60.700 followers)

James
(8.033 followers)

Erin O'Hagen
(102.000 followers)

Alekay Salakruthai
(59.700 followers)

Emil
(4.149 followers)

Michelle
(4.333 followers)

Kalif Ismail
(6.035 followers)

More
(2.925 followers)

Rj. Agcamaran
(4.931 followers)

Neon Vorakarn
(12.500 followers)

https://www.instagram.com/caspargylling/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/jamesonthefront/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/gabsisgabs/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/caspargylling/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/caspargylling/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/jamesonthefront/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/gabsisgabs/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/caspargylling/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/caspargylling/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/caspargylling/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/caspargylling/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/caspargylling/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/caspargylling/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/jamesonthefront/followers/
https://www.instagram.com/caspargylling/followers/
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ATTAAC stores

6 carefully chosen high-end cycle stores in Copenhagen, Hellerup and Kokkedal are ready to sell our glasses in
2023.
These stores are chosen because their quality clothing and equipment combined with weekly social rides, will
be a great display for our glasses. Through these stores we can increase our brand value and target our buyer
audience perfectly.
Additionally they will assist us in becoming part of the cycling community and provide exposure for our brand.

Pas Normal Studio Cranks & Coffee Copenhagen
Cycling Club

Palmares Service Course Velofit



 

MARKET
POTENTIAL
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2,72 bn. EUR
GLOBAL SPORTS EYEWEAR MARKET

https://www.imarcgroup.com/sports-sunglasses-market 
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2021TAM

https://www.imarcgroup.com/sports-sunglasses-market


3,47 bn. EUR
2027 - CAGR 4,08%

https://www.imarcgroup.com/sports-sunglasses-market 
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Market drivers:
increased amount of people engaged in sports-related activities. Increased amount of health-aware consumers. An adapted active lifestyle.

Different product innovations impact growth through increased comfort, protection and coverage. Online retail platforms. Increased partnerships
with sports personalities attracts a wider audience. Increased preferences for quality products and branded-sportswear.

https://www.imarcgroup.com/sports-sunglasses-market


Our market potential
- TAM

Based on the possibilities within the global
performance sunglass market.

 
2,720,000,000 EUR.

Total addressable market
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0,01%

0,1%

0,5%

274 K

2,74 MIO

13,7 MIO

1%

27,4 MIO



Target market - focus on
cycling sunglasses

Oakley is the biggest competitor with 10% market position
and number 2-4 have have a combined 24%.
#1 - 10%
#2 - 8%
#3 - 8%
#4 - 8%
#5 - 7%
#6 - 4%
#7 - 1%.
The rest of the market counts for 51%.

We strongly believe that we can position us on 0,5 - 5% of
the market in Denmark and between 0,01 - 1% of the
global market
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DENMARK EUROPE GLOBALLY

Cognitive Market Research 2022

22,538,590 249,456,500 811,068,900

0,5%

1%

5%

112,692

225,385

1,126,929

0,01%

0,1%

0,5%

24,945

249,456

1,247,282

0,01%

0,1%

0,5%

81,106

811,069

4,055,345

Cognitive Market Research 2022

32.821.640 361.909.100 1.146.224.000

2022

2029
5,63% CAGR 6,02% CAGR 6,08% CAGR



COMPETITORS
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Several competitors, with
one major player
The performance sunglass market is
fragmented with one major brand. The
competition is particularly based on design,
price, functionality, and branding.
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ATTAAC's position
Price

Sustainability

Additional lenses

Additional nose pads

Manufactured in Europe

Brand value

ATTAAC ranges in the middle of the market with Oakley having prices up
towards 299 EUR and Bollé having the lowest price range towards 100 EUR.

None of our competitors have the same level of sustainability as ATTAAC.
Everything is made from TR90 plastic and none of the accessories are made
from sustainable materials. POC are approaching a sustainable product.

None of our competitors provides 3 extra lenses. Only 100% and Rudy have
some models where a transparent glass is included.

Roka has launched one model that includes 3 nose pads where 100% has one
models with 1 additional nose pad. Bollé og Rudy have adjustable nose pads.

ATTAAC, Rudy and 100% are manufactured in Europe, where Bollé and POC are
partly manufactured in Europe and China. Oakley is primarily manufacturet in
USA and China.

Oakley has without doubt the strongest brand value, followed by 100%, POC,
Bollé, Roka, and Rudy. ATTAAC being a new brand does not have any brand
value yet.

Brand value

Price

Sustainability

EU production

Extra nosepads

Extra lenses



BUSINESS MODEL
& GTM PLAN
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Business modelOUR OWN E-COMMERCE

PRICE

GLOBAL, FROM COPENHAGEN

We start by selling through our own webshop and
building an online presence, before moving to retail
shops.

188 EUR suggested retail price
Set on a combination of cost-, demand- og
competition based pricing.

After learning from a 3PL, we sell globally through
www.attaac.com with our own warehouse in
Copenhagen.
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We sell our eco-friendly performance sunglasses
through our own online webshop, because we have

experience and a track record with online selling. We
also sell through chosen danish high-end cycling stores

to build our brand with our concentrated audience.

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Online webshop &

chosen stores in DK
Global webshop &

more chosen stores
Expansion to

international retail



MARKET
ESTABLISHISMENT

New sunglass models
 

New sport disciplines
(running etc.)

New stores
Community build-up

Events
PR

Collabs - brands and athletes
Sponsorships - events & athletes

RETENTION &
CONTINUED

DEVEOPLEMT
New sunglass models
New types of eyewear

 
New sport disciplines

(snow & motor)
Additional stores/B2B

Sponsorships - professional
team
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3-5 år

5+ år

MARKET
PENETRATION

1 sunglass - new designs
Polarized lenses

 
ATTAAC webshop
Digital marketing

Influencers
Selected stores

1-2 år

0,27-0,54 MIO EUR 1,21-5,65 MIO EUR 5,65+ MIO EUR

Business model - forecast

1,1-2,4% DK
0,03-0,06% WW

5,3-25% DK
0,14-0,69% WW

25+% DK
0,69+% WW



MARKET
PENETRATION

Facebook & Instagram ads
Tiktok ads

Influencers
Selected stores

 
Based from previously learning from

webshop sales on FB/IG.
(roas 2,25 - 25K EUR worth)

KEY LEARNINGS

Facebook & Instagram ads
Tiktok ads

Influencers
Google ads

 
Learning from successful

platforms and target
audiences.

Selected stores generates
valuable trafic.

OPTIMIZATION
Facebook & Instagram ads

Tiktok ads
Influencers

Google & Youtube ads
Sponsorships, collabs

& selected stores
 

Optimization on platforms
and continued

development of succesful
target audiences as well as

new audiences.
Selected stores generates

valuable trafic.
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1 år

2 år

3+ år

ROAS 2,5 ROAS 3,2 ROAS 6,0

GTM - driven by ATTAAC
webshop

ROAS LIMIT
1. order - 1,76

Reorders - 1,45
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Based on experience before
ATTAAC
Before the development with ATTAAC really took
off, we tested the market by selling cycling
sunglasses from China.

Throughout a 1-year period we succeeded in
selling sunglasses to our target cycling audience
through a simpel and very limited Facebook ads
marketing setup.

Mar 2020 - mar 2021: 31,745 EUR,- 
668 sunglasses sold (ROAS 2,25)

Maj - juni 2020: 14,762 EUR,- 
291 sunglasses sold (ROAS 3,45)



FINANCES &
BUDGET
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Budget 
1-5 years 2023 2024 2025 5+ år

Revenue 376,555 EUR 564,800 EUR 1,317,868 EUR 5,647,746 EUR

Product costs 137,811 EUR 182,151 EUR 425,019 EUR 1,821,499 EUR

Contribution margin 238,727 EUR 382,656 EUR 892,876 EUR 3,826,614 EUR

Marketing costs 150,621 EUR 176,505 EUR 329,476 EUR 941,367 EUR

Fixed costs 48,413 EUR 129,100 EUR 282,387 EUR 718,123 EUR

Earnings contribution 39,701 EUR 77,037 EUR 280,924 EUR 2,167,156 EUR

Result before taxes 39,701 EUR 77,037 EUR 280,924 EUR 2,167,156 EUR
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A scalable business model with high contribution margins
and increased profit over time
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2023 - 2024 - 2025 - 5+år

2023 - 2024 - 2025 - 5+år

2023 - 2024 - 2025 - 5+år



THE TEAM
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JACOB
DAHL

Founder & CEO
Cand.Merc MIB - CBS
Head of Social Media & Marketing
Coordinator - Fog

- Social Media advertising
- E-mail marketing
- Webshop & digital design 
- Product development

RAFI
NURI

Co-founder & CFO
Cand.Merc AUD - CBS
Auditor - BDO

- Bookkeeping
- Accounting
- Process Management
- IT revision

PHILLIP
HASSELBALCH

Co-founder & COO
Civil Engineer - DTU
Quality Assurance Consultant - IBM

- Management
- Product development
- Test & Quality Assurance
- Compliance - GDPR
- Process Management

Meet the team
ADRIAN

Product designer

JESSICA

Produktions
specialist
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ADVISORY BOARD

Kristian Larsen - founder, PL & Partners 
- Marketing & branding
Ole Dahl - Director Sourcing and Logistics, Fog
- Sourcing & Logistics
Christian Sørensen - Consultant, Bain & Co.
- Pricing Strategy
Henrik Hasselbalch - Director, Global Partner
Ecosystems, Gognizant
- Sales Strategy
Nicklas Falk Rasmussen - Professional Cyclist, BHS
Bornholm (Continental)
- Cycling expert and network
Frederik Leonharder - founder, Lob Agency
(New Balance DK)
- Sales and branding



FUNDING
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Import/export experience with
sunglasses before ATTAAC
Contract agreement with preferred
manufacturer
NDA with our manufacturer
Sustainable materials chosen
Zeiss as our lens provider
Complete sunglass design
First PR stories
+30 influencers ready

Milestones:

Status as of
2023

PRODUCT DELIVERY
JULY 2023

SHIPPING
JUNE 2023

IDEATION
NOVEMBER 2020

CONCEPT PROTOTYPING
JANUARY 2021

1ST GENERATION PROTOTYPING
Ergonomic design testing

MAY 2021

3RD GENERATION PROTOTYPING
Performance testing

JANUARY 2022

2ND GENERATION PROTOTYPE
Design, attachment system and lens testing

AUGUST 2021

KICKSTARTER LAUNCH
AUGUST 2022

FUNDING PROCESSES
Application & investment

NOVEMBER 2022

MANUFACTURING
Tooling, production & assembly

February 2023

4TH GENERATION PROTOTYPE
Refining design, nosepads, lenses and attatchment system

MARCH 2022

5TH GENERATION PROTOTYPING
Refining rubber and design

MAY 2022



175,000
EUR.

ARE WE SEEKING IN INVESTMENT
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How is the investment spent
Development (sunk costs) 5,381 EUR

Production costs 138,176 EUR

Packaging 739 EUR

Custom clearances 11,221 EUR

Shipping 18,826 EUR

Total 163,111 EUR

Buffer 11,889 EUR

Total investment 175,000 EUR

The investment will cover already paid expenses as well as all costs
associated with our first production of 2,000 sunglasses.

Development (sunk costs)
- Design and prototyper

Production costs
- Mould, frame- and lens costs, nose pads, micro fiber cloth, bag and case

Packaging
- Shipment box, labels, paper and tape

Shipping
- To our customers - including the most expensive shipping method for
global deliveries

Finally, we have included a small buffer for unforeseen challenges or
increases in costs.
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Valuation / Convertible note
ATTAACs valuation is based on a combinaion of two
methods:

          1) Market based potential
443.621 EUR. is 1,97% of the Danish market, which fits
within our maximum marketshare of 5% of the market
value. It is 0,18% of the european market and 0,05% of the
global market, which is within our aim of 0,01-1% of the
total market value.

          2) Contribution margin og factor calculation
Our contribution margin will be 238,732 EUR. i 2023.
Multiplied with a realistic factor of 1,85, our valuation
equals 443.621 EUR.

Above provides the foundation for our valuation of
443.621 EUR.

443.621 EUR.

Convertible note - 3 years
443,621 EUR. cap

 
20% discount

or



IN SUM
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So, why invest in ATTAAC?
We have the world's best package - the most
sustainability, top design, most accessories and the
highest quality.
ATTAAC is a company who wants to make a difference -
being in front of the peloton, always strive to be
innovative and work towards the newest eco-friendly
products.
We have a competent team with experience and
different competences to facilitate growth, and with a big
network in our target audience.
We target a big and growing cycling sunglasses market
with an even bigger potential global sport sunglasses
market.
A scalable business model with a high contribution
margin from the beginning.
Assist people in enjoying their sports acitivities, which
creates better public health.
Become a part of the journey to bring a eco product to a
market which lacks sustainability!
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xxx

Contact
information

JACOB DAHL
FOUNDER & CEO

PHILLIP HASSELBALCH
CO-FOUNDER & CSO

RAFI NURI
CO-FOUNDER & CFO

jd@attaac.com
+45 53 30 46 84

ph@attaac.com
+45 20 61 24 73

rn@attaac.com
+45 26 12 28 60

SUPPORT@ATTAAC.COM

Ålborggade 25, 3 tv.
2100, København Ø
Danmark
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